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(57) ABSTRACT 

Apparatus for forming an extended nip betWeen a heated 
mating roll and a shoe roll for treating a product Web, 
especially a paper Web, the shoe roll having a stationary 
support and a ?exible belt Which can rotate about the support 
and, in the area of the extended nip, is supported on a shoe 
Which is guided on the support, forms a press section and has 
an effective shoe Width, and the belt having end sections 
Which are ?xed to end Walls that are rotatably mounted on 
the support, in each case at the ends and axially adjacent to 
but at a distance from a mating face located opposite the 
effective shoe Width of the shoe, the mating roll having a 
radially protruding support ring, which forms an opposing 
bearing for the direct support of an outer belt section on the 
mating roll and consists of a thermally insulating material. 
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Fig. 2a 
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Fig. 2b 
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APPARATUS FOR FORMING AN EXTENDED NIP 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority from German 
application no. 101 38 807.1, ?led on Aug. 14, 2001, and of 
German application no. 102 07 371.6, ?led on Feb. 22, 2002, 
under 35 USC §119, the full disclosures of Which is incor 
porated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The invention relates to an apparatus for forming 
an extended nip betWeen a shoe roll and a mating roll for 
treating a product Web, especially a paper Web. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Apparatus of this type, having a shoe roll With a 
press section, are knoWn for treating a product Web, espe 
cially for deWatering and/or calendering a paper Web. 

[0004] For deWatering a paper Web, DE 35 03 240 C2 
discloses an extended nip roll press containing a driven 
mating roll and a shoe roll having a stationary supporting 
element With a press shoe guided therein. The press shoe can 
be pressed hydraulically against the mating roll. An endless 
roll cover (belt) is laid around the supporting element. With 
the corresponding roll section of the mating roll, the press 
shoe forms an extended press nip through Which the ?brous 
Web to be deWatered, embedded betWeen material Webs, is 
guided in the Web running direction together With the belt. 
For this purpose, the press shoe has an upper part Which has 
a sliding surface along Which the belt runs. The sliding 
surface can be selected as a function of the desired pressing 
pressure pro?le over the press nip Width and imparts an 
effective shoe Width to the press shoe. HoWever, it has 
proven to be disadvantageous that the belt experiences 
deformations at the edges of its belt, Which increase the Wear 
of the belt. 

[0005] This applies in particular When the apparatus is 
used for calendering, When the mating roll is heated, as 
disclosed for example in WO 01/83883 A1. 

SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0006] It is therefore an object of the invention to provide 
an apparatus for forming an extended nip betWeen a heated 
mating roll and a shoe roll subjecting the belt to loWer Wear. 

[0007] In particular, an apparatus is provided for forming 
an extended nip betWeen a heated mating roll and a shoe roll, 
in Which the run of the belt is stabiliZed by an outer belt 
section being supported directly on the mating roll. As a 
result, belt deformation is minimiZed. The belt is guided by 
the support ring in the area betWeen the effective shoe Width 
of the shoe and the end ?xing, Which ensures a substantially 
kink-free transition of the belt from the press section of the 
shoe to the respective end ?xing. The support ring is 
preferably constructed in such a Way that it permits a 
continuous extent of the belt outside the press section of the 
shoe. In addition, the support ring provides thermal insula 
tion, Which reduces thermal stress on the belt When a heated 
mating roll is used. The belt is therefore also subjected to 
loWer thermal Wear. The fact that the support ring combines 
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both the supporting function and insulating function extends 
the service life of the belt considerably. 

[0008] The support ring may consists of a ?brous cement 
material With a high continuous temperature resistance and 
very good thermal insulation. Alternatively, the support ring 
can consist of a temperature-resistant plastic or plastic foam. 
In addition, for dedicated cooling of the support ring, the 
latter can be penetrated by air ducts. 

[0009] Supporting the belt at the edge of the pressing Zone 
is preferably carried out by means of a radial thickness of the 
support ring Which, at least on the shoe side, has a height 
Which adjoins the height caused in the extended nip by the 
product Web resting on the mating face. The belt then 
experiences support Which folloWs the position prede?ned in 
the extended nip. Furthermore, the support ring can not only 
support the belt in a thermally insulated Way but, at the same 
time, can also guide it toWards the edge by means of a radial 
thickness change in the support ring, Which means that a 
certain belt de?ection from the press section of the shoe 
toWards the end ?xing can be de?ned. Since the belt is 
in?ated during operation, preferably by setting an at least 
loW positive pressure, the belt rests on the support ring of the 
mating roll and folloWs the guidance of the latter in the 
transition area betWeen the effective shoe Width and end 
?xing. 

[0010] Furthermore, adjacent to its mating face, the mat 
ing roll in each case preferably has an annular depression, as 
a result of Which the edges of the product Web are alloWed 
to run freely at the side of the press section of the shoe. 
Further thermal insulation is achieved if this depression has 
an external thermal insulating layer. 

[0011] Finally, the mating roll preferably has thermally 
insulated journals, on Which the support ring can be 
arranged. The mating roll can be heated by means of oil or 
inductively and can be designed as a hard or soft roll and 
also as a de?ection compensating roll. 

[0012] Further re?nements of the invention can be taken 
from the dependent claims and the folloWing description. 

[0013] The invention Will be explained in more detail 
beloW using exemplary embodiments illustrated in the 
appended draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] FIG. 1 shoWs, schematically in longitudinal sec 
tion, a left-hand half of a mating roll and a shoe roll 
belonging to an apparatus for forming an extended nip 
according to a ?rst exemplary embodiment. 

[0015] FIG. 2a shoWs, enlarged, a subarea of the longi 
tudinal section of FIG. 1 in the area of the support ring. 

[0016] FIG. 2b shoWs the longitudinal section from FIG. 
2a With an additional calendering cover. 

[0017] FIG. 3 shoWs, schematically in a longitudinal 
section, a subarea of a left-hand half of a mating roll and a 
shoe roll belonging to an apparatus for forming an extended 
nip according to a second exemplary embodiment. 

[0018] FIG. 4 shoWs, schematically in a longitudinal 
section, a subarea of a left-hand half of a mating roll and a 
shoe roll belonging to an apparatus for forming an extended 
nip according to a third exemplary embodiment. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0019] The invention relates to an apparatus for forming 
an extended nip betWeen a mating roll and a shoe roll for 
treating a product Web, it being possible for the apparatus to 
be part of a papermaking installation. Illustrated and 
explained beloW is the left-hand half of a mating roll and a 
shoe roll belonging to such an apparatus. The right-hand half 
is designed With mirror symmetry to the dividing line T, so 
that the folloWing explanations relating to the left-hand half 
apply correspondingly to the right-hand half. 

[0020] The apparatus for forming an extended nip com 
prises a shoe roll 1 and a driven mating roll 2, Which interact 
in an extended nip 3. At least one product Web 4 to be treated 
is guided through the extended nip 3. 

[0021] The shoe roll 1 comprises a stationary support 7 
and a belt 8 Which can rotate about the support 7 and consists 
of a ?exible material, for example rubber or plastic. The belt 
(roll cover) 8 is formed like a hose and is ?xed by its end 
sections to end Walls 9 Which are seated rotatably on the 
support 7, in order to form a closed shoe roll 1. An interspace 
10 betWeen support 7 and belt 8 is preferably supplied With 
compressed air, as a result of Which the belt 8 is in?ated in 
order to be given a cylindrical shape. 

[0022] Provided on the support 7 is a press section, Which 
is formed by a shoe 11 Which, together With the mating roll 
2, de?nes the extended nip 3. The shoe 11 is supported on 
the support 7 via a supporting bar comprising a plurality of 
hydraulic supporting elements 12 arranged axially spaced 
apart from one another, and can be pressed by the said 
supporting bar against the belt 8 and in the direction of the 
mating roll 2. The shoe 11 has an effective shoe Width 13 (cf 
FIG. 2a) on Which the belt 8 is supported on the shoe 11. 
The effective shoe Width 13 is designed as a sliding surface 
for this purpose. The supporting elements 12 are connected 
in a knoWn manner via pressure medium lines 14 to a 
hydraulic pressure medium, for example oil or Water. 

[0023] Thus, With the corresponding belt section of the 
mating roll 2, the shoe 11 forms the extended nip 3, through 
Which the at least one product Web 4, together With the belt 
8, is guided in a Web running direction. 

[0024] The mating roll 2 has a roll shell 19 Which can be 
heated from the inside or outside, in order to design the 
mating roll 2 as a heated roll for temperatures of preferably 
up to 300° C. The mating roll 2 is in each case supported by 
its roll ends 20 in rotary bearings 21, 22. A drive, not 
illustrated, can act in a knoWn Way on the mating roll 2, in 
order to drive it. The mating roll can also be constructed as 
a de?ection compensation roll having a stationary roll core 
and a roll shell Which can rotate about the roll core and, 
along its outer surface is supported on the roll core by at least 
one supporting bar of hydraulic supporting elements. 
Finally, the mating roll 2 can be constructed as a hard or soft 
roll. 

[0025] The mating roll 2 has a mating face 24 (cf. FIG. 
2a), on Which the at least one material Web 4 comes into 
contact With the mating roll 2 in the extended nip 3. 
Furthermore, in each case at the end and axially at a distance 
from the mating face 24, the mating roll 2 has a radially 
protruding support ring 25, Which forms an opposing bear 
ing for the direct support of an outer belt section 28 on the 
mating roll 2. 
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[0026] By means of the support ring 25, the belt 8 is given 
support along its outer belt section 28 in the transition area 
betWeen the effective shoe Width 13 and the ?xing to the end 
Wall 9. The radial thickness of the support ring 25 is selected 
in such a Way that a continuous extent of the belt 8 betWeen 
shoe 11 and end ?xing to the end Walls 9 is achieved. This 
is achieved by the radial thickness of the support ring 25 
folloWing the height Which the belt 8 assumes in the 
extended nip 3 because of its positioning, on the product 
Web 4 and, if appropriate, additional material Webs. In this 
Way, the belt 8 at the ends of the extended nip 3 can 
continuously expand radially to the extent prede?ned by the 
end Walls 9, since the belt 8 is pressed in the extended nip 
3. The radial thickness of the support ring 25 therefore 
preferably decreases toWards the edge. Since an at least 
slight internal pressure preferably prevails in the interior 10 
of the belt 8, the belt 8 is pressed against the support ring 25 
outside the extended nip 3. 

[0027] The support ring 25 consists of a thermally insu 
lating material, Which preferably additionally has a loW 
speci?c heat and as a result, is then a material With a loW 
enthalpy. The thermally insulating material can be, for 
example, a high-temperature-resistant ?brous cement mate 
rial or a high-temperature-resistant plastic. The supporting 
ring 25 therefore in each case provides heat-resistant thermal 
protection for the outer belt sections 28, the thermal insu 
lating function being combined With the guiding function. 
As a result, local overstressing of the belt 8 is avoided, so 
that there is no longer any need to run the product Webs to 
be treated With excess Widths. 

[0028] The support ring 25 can be seated on the mating 
roll 2 With the interposition of thermal insulation, in order 
also to be able to use a less temperature-resistant thermally 
protective material. Furthermore, the support ring 25 can in 
each case be penetrated by air ducts, not shoWn, for dedi 
cated cooling. 

[0029] As FIG. 2a shoWs, in each case axially adjacent to 
the mating face 24, the mating roll 2 has an annular 
depression 29, Which permits the edges of the product Web 
4 to run freely at the ends. 

[0030] FIG. 2b differs from FIG. 2a in that a calendering 
belt 5 is guided through the extended nip 3 together With the 
product Web 4. The calendering belt 5 can have resilient 
properties Which are advantageous for calendering a paper 
Web in an extended nip. In the case of shoe Widths from 25 
to 100 mm, the extended nip 3 permits long dWell times at 
high temperatures as a replacement for high pressure 
stresses, Which permits calendering While maintaining vol 
ume, in particular in the case of board. Pressure stresses of, 
for example, 8 to 12 N/mm2 are adequate for such calen 
dering here. 

[0031] The exemplary embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3 
differs from the exemplary embodiment illustrated in FIG. 
2a in that the mating roll 2 has a thermally insulating coating 
17 in the area of its depression 29, adjacent to the mating 
face 24. The thermally insulating coating 17 can in addition 
be formed in one piece With the support ring 25, as FIG. 4 
shoWs. OtherWise, the above explanations relating to FIGS. 
1 and 2a apply accordingly. 

[0032] All publications and patent applications mentioned 
in this speci?cation are herein incorporated by reference to 
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the same extent as if each individual publication or patent 
application Was speci?cally and individually indicated to be 
incorporated by reference. 

[0033] The invention noW being fully described, it Will be 
apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that many changes 
and rnodi?cations can be made thereto Without departing 
from the spirit or scope of the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for forming an extended nip betWeen a 

heated rnating roll and a shoe roll for treating a product Web, 
the shoe roll having a stationary support and a ?exible belt 
Which can rotate about the support, Wherein in the area of the 
extended nip, (a) a shoe Which is guided on the support 
supports the shoe roll, (b) forms a press section, and (c) has 
an effective shoe Width, Wherein the belt has end sections 
Which are ?xed to end Walls that are rotatably mounted on 
the support, and Wherein in each case the mating roll has a 
radially protruding support ring at the end sections axially 
adjacent to but spaced a distance from a mating face located 
opposite the effective shoe Width of the shoe, Which rnating 
ring forms an opposing bearing for the direct support of an 
outer belt section on the mating roll and consists of a 
thermally insulating material. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein the support 
ring comprises a ?brous cernent material. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 1, Wherein the supporting 
ring comprises a high-ternperature-resistant plastic. 

4. Apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 3, Wherein 
the support ring in each case has a radial thickness which 
permits a continuous extent of the belt in the area betWeen 
shoe and end ?xing. 

5. Apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 3, Wherein 
the support ring in each case has a radial thickness Which, at 
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least on the shoe side lies in the range of a height formed by 
a product Web on the mating roll. 

6. Apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 3, Wherein 
the support ring has a radial thickness Which decreases 
toWards the edge. 

7. Apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 3, Wherein 
the support ring is in each case arranged axially at a distance 
from the effective shoe Width of the shoe such that a 
free-running section for a product Web remains at the end. 

8. Apparatus according to claim 7, Wherein in the area of 
the free-running section, the mating roll has an annular 
depression for the ends of a product Web to hang over freely. 

9. Apparatus according to claim 8, Wherein the depression 
has an outer thermal protection layer. 

10. Apparatus according to claim 9, Wherein the thermal 
protection layer is formed in one piece With the support ring. 

11. Apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 3, Wherein 
for calendering a product Web, a calendering belt can be 
guided through the extended nip With the product Web. 

12. Apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 3, Wherein 
the support ring is seated on the mating roll over a thermal 
insulation layer. 

13. Apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 3, Wherein 
the supporting ring is in each case penetrated by air ducts for 
dedicated cooling. 

14. Apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 3, Wherein 
the mating roll is designed as a heated, internally hydrauli 
cally supported roll. 

15. Apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 3, Wherein 
the thermally insulating material is one With a loW enthalpy. 


